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1. Login to the Reporting Tool for customers of the RvA

An assessment by the RvA at your organisation is scheduled soon. This assessment will be reported via 
the RvA's Reporting Tool. 

Use this URL to log in: https://prisma.rva.nl/login

If this is the first time reporting through the Reporting Tool, you will receive a link from the Reporting 
Tool via email. This link allows you to create your own username and password. The link is sent from 
no-reply@prisma.rva.nl. 

The link is valid for three days. Should it expire, you can re-generate the link yourself by clicking "Forgot 
Password" on the login page or ask your PCA to send you a new one.

The login process uses two factor authentication (2FA). First, you enter your username and password 
and click the "Login" button. You will then receive an email with the two-factor authentication link, which 
opens the Reporting Tool immediately. No additional software is required for this 2FA. 

2. Overview of the Reporting Tool.

After the review, you have received an email that the LA has generated a non-conformity-report and/or 
findings report and has become viewable to you in the Reporting Tool. These reports will no longer be 
sent via email.

During the review, the subproject has New or In-progress status. After your research is administratively 
completed, the subproject will have the Completed status. This can be found under the subprojects 
'Completed' button. 

My tasks
Under "My Tasks" you can find tasks that specifically have your name attached to them, and an action 
is expected from you.

My subprojects
Under 'My subprojects', ongoing subprojects (reviews) are visible. After clicking open a subproject, four 
topics per tab are distinguished: 'findings', 'nonconformities', 'documents' and 'reports'.

https://prisma.rva.nl/login
mailto:no-reply@prisma.rva.nl
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3. User Management

In the Reporting Tool, each client has a client administrator. From now on, the customer administrator is 
responsible for creating, modifying and deleting persons/accounts within the organization.

3.1 Creating other client-administrators and client-users

Users are not attached to a subproject, but to your organisation. You can therefore create, edit and 
delete users at any time and independently of the assessment cycle. 

- In the left menu, click on the "Users" button. Here you will see an overview of the users within the 
organisation listed at the top of the page.

- Create a new user using the top right '+ Invite User' button.

- Enter the name, email address and language. It is also possible to choose between client-
administrator and client-user.

- Click on "Save. The person will receive an invitation in his/her email to create an account in the 
Reporting Tool.
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Do I make my colleague client-administrator or client-user?
You are free to distribute roles among yourselves. Client-users have fewer privileges than client-
administrators.

Customer administrators can:

 view the User Overview with the findings, discrepancies, documents and reports of all 
subprojects their organization is working on.

 invite new users.

 resend invitations (Users -> Invitations -> envelope at the end of the line).

 remove other client-administrators and client-users (except the client-administrator with the 
active default checkmark).

 modify the administrator/user role of colleagues.

 activate the default checkbox in client-administrators.

 assign the NCs to 'accountable' and 'executive' persons (see chapter 4) and modify them later 
if necessary within the Non-conformities page of a subproject.

 'accountable' and/or 'executive' of NCs.

 submit a response to an NC directly to the RvA.

 upload documents and delete documents from all users.

Customer users:

 have access to the User Overview with the findings, non-conformities, documents and reports 
of all subprojects their organisation is working on.

 can upload and delete their own documents.

 cannot be "accountable" within the NC, only "executive.

 can view all NCs, but can only respond to NCs assigned to them by a customer administrator 
(see Section 4.1).

 Can NOT send responses directly to the RvA; the response always goes to the client-
administrator who assigned them to the NC.

3.2 Meaning and application of the default check mark

For one customer administrator within your organisation the default check mark is active. The person 
with the default check mark on will initially be assigned the NCs by the RvA. A user account with an 
active check mark cannot be deleted.

3.3 User limit

You have the ability to delete accounts. We ask that you delete accounts when they are no longer 
needed. Deleting an account does not affect the nonconformities edited with this account. The RvA will 
continue to monitor this periodically.

The RvA periodically reviews the number of accounts. After review and evaluation, the RvA reserves 
the right to charge fees from the third user account onwards.

4. Allocation and handling of NCs

Customer administrators have editing rights for each NC by default. Customer users have read-only 
rights. To give a customer user editing rights, a customer administrator must assign them to one or 
more NCs.

4.1 Assigning tasks to colleagues by customer administrator

To assign tasks to colleagues, the customer administrator goes to 'My subprojects' and selects the 
subproject. Click on the 'Non-conformities' tab for the overview of NCs. 

Under the non-conformities tab, the client-administrator has a delegate button:
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Select one or more NCs to assign and choose from the two dropdown menus who may become 
"accountable" and "executive”.

An accountable is a customer-administrator who may send responses to NCs to the RvA on behalf of 
the organisation. You can only set customer administrators as accountable. 

An executive is a customer-administrator or customer-user who may formulate a response for the 
relevant NC(s).

- An executive client-administrator may submit the response directly to the RvA. 

- An executive customer-user may send the response only to the NC accountable.

Click "Save. The selected people can be modified again at any time. The substitute or substitutes will 
receive a notification in their email that the task has been assigned to them.

Note that newly created users must first set up their username and password using the invitation in the 
email before they can be connected to an NC.

4.2 Vacation and sick leave replacement

Is your colleague currently on leave, or has a colleague left your organisation? You now have control 
over who takes over specific tasks from them. It is recommended to have at least two customer 
administrators in your user overview. Customer administrators, unlike customer users, have rights to 
modify the division of tasks for NCs. Should one customer-administrator not be available or leave, the 
other customer-administrator can easily take over the delegation process.

4.3 The Role of Executive

After selecting a colleague, they will receive an email that this task is ready for them in the Reporting 
Tool.

 If the colleague has the role of client-administrator, he/she can formulate a response and send it 
directly to the CoA. 

 If the colleague has the role of customer-user, he/she sends the response to the person 
accountable for the NC. This person will receive a notification by e-mail. The person accountable 
will check the response, possibly adjust it, and if approved, send it to the RvA.

 If the accountable party does not agree with the executive's response, he/she can return the task to 
the executive. The sender will then again receive an email notification and editing rights for the NC. 
After editing the response, the performer can resubmit the response to the accountable party. 
These draft response(s) cannot be viewed by RvA assessors or PCA’s, only by RvA functional 
administrators. This in case it is necessary to provide assistance if problems arise.

At any time, customer administrators can modify accountable and executive persons using the blue 
delegate button.
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4.4 Answering NCs

An overview of the NCs can be found under the 'Nonconformities' tab. Use the 'My Non-conformities' 
slider under the 'Non-conformities' heading to sort by the NCs to which your name is associated and for 
which you currently have a task open.

If there are open NCs, you can download them separately using the '+ Download all PDFs' button. You 
can use this to distribute the NCs within your organisation, in case you do not want to use the 
delegation option within the Reporting Tool. When all NCs are closed, the button is no longer visible and 
the NCs can no longer be downloaded.

Click on the ‘eye’ on the right side of an NC to open it. On the left side you will find the necessary 
information and explanation about the written out non-conformity. On the right side you can formulate a 
response.

A special character may be entered when entering a finding or non-conformity. In that case, make use 
of the special characters supported in the tool. You can search for a supported character in the text 
fields for this purpose.

The RvA uses a system of responding to 4 questions. See below one another the entry fields:

- Causes

- Size, impact 

- Remedial and corrective actions

- Explanation of effectiveness of measures taken

Basically, you only need to respond to the first 3 questions in the first round. You may be asked later if 
you wish to respond to the 4th question. For the exact deadlines and information on which questions 
need to be answered, please consult the Policy Rule Nonconformity and Corrective Action (BR004). 
This can be found on the RvA website. Because of traceability, please do not leave the fields of the 3 
O’s blank and attach the answers as a document, because these attachments will be deleted some time 
after the survey is completed.
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You can hover your mouse over the information "i-tips" (tooltips) and additional information will appear.
At the very bottom of the input fields you can add any supporting files. After a file is saved, you can also 
delete it using the red trash can.

4.5 Resubmission of response to NC

If the Technical assessor (TA) and/or Lead assessor (LA) partially agree with the delivered response, or 
in case the TA and/or LA do agree with the 3 delivered responses, but still require a response to the 4e 
question (effectiveness of measure taken), you will receive a new task in the Reporting Tool and your 
email.

On the left you will again see the nonconformity with an additional response from the Technical 
assessor or Lead assessor.

To the right, please enter your response for the second round CAR.
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Fill in all fields. For the statuses 'update by customer' or 'demonstrate effectiveness', fill in the fields that 
(do) agree as well (all fields must be filled in mandatory). Enter 'see round 1' here.

5. Uploading and downloading files

Four weeks prior to an assessment, the assessors start preparing for the assessment. You are 
requested to upload documentation in accordance with Policy BR005 into the Reporting Tool at this 
time. In doing so, it is important that the folder structure and numbering match the format in Appendix 1 
of BR005. Both client-administrators and client-users can upload documents. Customer administrators 
can delete documents of all users, customer users can only delete documents uploaded by themselves.

Uploading unzipped folders is not possible. Please save these folders first as one ZIP file and upload 
this zip file in the Reporting Tool.

In the left column, go to "Subprojects," click on the line of the corresponding subproject.

Go to the 'Documents' tab. Click on 'Upload documents'. 

You can upload the file by dragging and dropping or by clicking on the upload area. This will take you to 
your own files. Select the label 'Documents (ZIP, in accordance with folder structure BR005)'. Please 
upload any additional documents with the appropriate label attached. See appendix 1 for an overview of 
all possible labels.

The following file types are supported and can be uploaded:

- Office documents: .docx, .xlsx, .pptx, .pdf

- Outlook items

- Photos: .png, .img, jpeg and .jpg

- Scanned documents: .tiff, .jpg, .pdf

- Zipfiles
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6. Nonconformity report, findings report, final report

Under the 'Reports' tab you will find all the reports you can download. 

Subprojects completed with the previous client-administrators and users are not visible to the new 
client-administrators and users. The Reporting Tool is not intended to be a filing system. The new client-
administrators and users will receive the final report transferred from the previous client-administrators 
and users or can request it from the PCA.

7. Changes compared to previous version

- Some images have been improved/added.
- Some textual changes have been made for clarification.
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Appendix 1: - Labels to documents

- Documents (ZIP, conforming to folder structure BR005)

- Excerpt from the Chamber of Commerce

- KHB and general management system procedures 

- Work rules and procedures

- Cross reference standards requirements and quality system

- Adapted Report Part A

- Documentation in accordance with SAP 

- Additional documentation

- Internal audit reports and audit planning

- Management review

- Certification/inspection scheme

- Audit plan, report

- Inspection order, forms

- Qualifications auditor(s)/inspector(s).

- Operations list (flexible scope)

- Other documents in accordance with BR005

- Source scope


